BOOKS FOR CHILDREN

Reviews by Saffia Farr
Hope Jones
Saves the
World by
Josh Lacey,
illustrated
by Beatriz
Castro,
Andersen
Press

yourself through dreams and visualisation. This
book is a holistic look at growing into womanhood.
I particularly like the last chapter, Connecting
to your Spirit, in which girls are encouraged to
think about what inspires them and the difference
they can make in the world. With lots of little
illustrations scattered throughout the book, this is
a gentle guide to growing up.

Ten-year-old
Hope Jones
makes it her
New Year’s
resolution to
give up plastic. She sets up a blog to record her
progress and we read her posts and see ‘photos’
and letters showing how she gets on. The chatty,
scrapbook approach feels very realistic. Hope
has good days, and bad days when she feels
she just can’t keep her resolution. When Hope
protests outside the local supermarket about
plastic packaging, she incurs the wrath of the
manager and is invited to a patronising meeting.
She records an interview about what she is doing
and this goes viral. I like the relationship with her
parents who try to support her but sometimes
worry they just can’t afford the alternatives Hope
suggests. However, they are persuaded to try,
and we watch how, as a family, they change their
habits. I think this book can inspire all families. It
is a very real portrayal of how challenging it is to
give up plastic, but it shows us it can be done.

Your Moontime
Magic: A Girl’s
Guide to Getting
Your Period and
Loving Your
Body by Maureen
Theresa Smith,
New World Library

The Faraway
Truth by Janae
Marks, Chicken
House
This is a wonderfully
poignant story. On
her 12th birthday,
Zoe discovers a letter
from her dad who she has never heard from
before; he was sent to prison before she was
born. Unbeknown to her mum, Zoe starts to
correspond with him. He seems nice, rather than
dangerous like her mum says, and she sets out
to try and prove that he is innocent. This requires
determination and ingenuity, as well as help
from her neighbour and grandma. Zoe’s hobby
of baking runs alongside the story, together with
song suggestions that Zoe’s dad sends to her. I
won’t spoil the ending, but it’s very emotional,
and it asks us to think about truth and trusting
people, injustice and making amends.

The Moon Keeper by Zosienka,
HarperCollins
This is a beautiful story with beautiful
illustrations. Emile, a polar bear, is chosen to look
after the moon but he starts to worry as he sees
it getting smaller and smaller. He finally learns,
through observation and a conversation with a
hummingbird that, like many things in the world,
the moon comes and goes as part of nature’s
pattern.

Literally: Amazing
Words and Where
They Come From by
Patrick Skipworth,
illustrated by
Nicholas Stevenson,
What on Earth Books
This is a fun look at a range of words and their
origins. For example, we learn that “zero” came
to the English language from Arabic in the
16th century, when mathematicians borrowed
the idea of “empty space” from India! With a
double spread picture and just a few words
of explanation for each entry, this is not an
overpoweringly complex book. It could be used

Seagull
Seagull
by James
K. Baxter,
illustrated
by Kieran
Rynhart,
Gecko Press
This is a beautiful
gift edition of
a selection of
poems from the
classic children’s book The Tree House by New
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There is a wonderful dreamlike
quality to this book. Every Sunday,
Sofia’s mum washes and brushes
her hair, and while she does this,
Sofia falls into a doze and dreams
of some aspect of the heritage
of her afro hair. Power emanates
from her knowledge, and I love the ending where Sofia’s dreams drift
up into space and acknowledge that the true power is the love that
her mum demonstrates in the many ways that she cares for her.

Where Do
They Go
When it
Rains?
by Gerda
Muller,
Floris
Books

Zealand’s folk poet, James K. Baxter, written
in the 1950s. I love the outdoors theme and the
different perspectives from which the poems are
told – a seagull looking down, a girl on a swing.
Gorgeously illustrated and with poems for all
seasons, this is a lovely anthology.

Ruby Luna’s
Moontime
by Tessa
Venuti
Sanderson,
Castenetto
& Co
This is a
fantastic book!
It’s Ruby Luna’s
diary in which
she writes about
starting her
periods, aged
10. We hear
how she feels physically and also how she copes
with this while still at primary school. What I like
is how the diary entries reveal other events and
concerns in the life of a 10-year-old: relationships
with friends, moving house and getting a kitten.
Intertwined with this is information that Ruby
Luna learns from chats with her mum about
different types of pads and trying out tampons and
a cup, why she gets cramps, why we feel different
at different times of our cycle and how to chart
our cycles so that we can work with them. I think
this is a wonderful book for introducing girls to
the different aspects of having periods and the
positive impact that understanding our cycles can
can have on our lives and our self-care.

Maureen Theresa
Smith introduces
this book by saying
how much she used to love hanging out with her
five older sisters, and Your Moontime Magic is
a bit like a chat with a reassuring older sister.
It offers information about your changing body,
self-image, dreams, what to use when you have
your period and PMS, which Smith redefines as
“preparing myself to shine”. The focus of the book
is to encourage girls to work with their bodies
and to look after themselves. There are creative
ideas, meditations and ways to connect with

Sofia the Dreamer and
her Magical Afro by
Jessica Wilson, illustrated
by Tom Rawles, Tallawah
Publishing

to help introduce the idea of word families and
origins to younger readers.

This gorgeous book is evocative of those summer
days when the world is vibrant with nature and
you get soaked in a downpour before getting dry
and cosy after! Stef, Luke and Marion go for a
walk to find some plants in a pond. They are so
busy exploring that only the swallows notice the
black clouds. Running home, Marion asks where
the animals go when it rains, and so they find out
which animals happily come out into the rain and
which hide from it. Of course, they get soaking
wet, but they don’t care as they are having so
much fun. This book is a wonderful celebration of
nature with beautiful, detailed illustrations.

Like the Moon
Loves the Sky
by Hena Khan,
illustrated by Saffa
Khan, Chronicle
Books
Like the Moon Loves
the Sky is Hena Khan’s
daily wish for her children. The poetic lines are
based on different verses of the Quran, each one
expressing a hope for children: “Inshallah you
feel safe, like all children should.” It’s a gentle,
lyrical book to read, full of loving aspirations and
beautiful illustrations.
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The Threads of Magic
by Alison Croggon,
Walker Books
This is a really exciting and
tense fantasy adventure. Pip
and his sister, El, live in the
city of Clarel where Spectres
have infiltrated the royal
family and witches are coming out from their
cover. Pip unwittingly pickpockets the wrong man
and finds himself in possession of a mysterious,
valuable and dangerous object – a heart in a
silver casket – which no one really understands.
He starts to learn more about the heart, which
appears to be trying to communicate with him.
When he realises his life is in danger, Pip and El
go into hiding with one of the witches. The story
twists and turns in a way that hooks the reader
and draws them into the fantasy world.

The Longest
Strongest Thread
by Inbal Leitner,
Scallywag Press
With all that is going
on in our world as I
write, with families separated, this book is very
poignant. Our narrator is a little girl about to move
across the world. She goes to say goodbye to her
grandma who is making her a coat. They don’t
wish to part, but Grandma says they have
the longest, strongest thread in the whole
world. The imagery is beautiful, and
this book has the power to touch all
who are longing to hug their families.

